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Use mp = 938.28M eV, mn = 939.57MeV, av = 15.56M eV, as = 18.23M eV, ac =
O.72MeV, aa = 23.28MeV, n = 1.055xlO-34J-s, e = 1.6xlO-19C, Be> = 28.32MeV, Iic =
197MeV fm, e2/(47rEo) = 1.44 MeV fm, 1 a.m.u. = 931.5MeV

Q. 1 (a) If ground state spin and parity of deuteron were 0-, find isospin (T) of the
nucleus.

(b) Explain : electric dipole moment does not exist for a nucleus.

(c) With the help of mass parabola explain the {3-(3- decay process of g64Sn.

(d) How do you account for the drop of (B/A) for the nuclei with small and very large
A?

(e) What value of quadrupole moment is expected for the ground state of even-even nuclei?
What is with J = 1/2 state? [2+2+2+2+2]

Q. 2 (a) Given that the quadrupole moment of the nucleus §~71in the J" = 5+ state is
-0.789 eb. Assuming an ellipsoidal charge distribution, calculate its axes ratio.

(b) Use the semi empirical mass formula to obtain an expression for the Z value of an
isobar which will have the lowest mass for a given value of odd-A. Using the result predict
the character of activity (electron or positron) of the beta-active ~~3Ag and §67Snnuclei.

[5+5]

Q. 3 (a) Find the energy liberated on the formation of two alpha particles as a result of
fusion of 2Hand 6Li nuclei, if B/ A in 2H, 4He and 6Li are known to be equal to 1.11,
7.08 and 5.33 MeV, respectively.

(b) Determine separation energy of alpha particles from i6 e nucleus. .. [3+5]

Q.4 (a) Use the Bethe- Weizsacker mass formula to find proton drip line location for the
mass number A=125.

(b) Calculate the energy that would be released by fission into two equal parts of gOTe.

[5+3]


